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Abstract 

Noble metal materials are widely employed as benchmark electrocatalysts to achieve electrochemical water splitting 
which comprises of hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER). However, the high cost 
and scarcity limit the wide ranging commercial applications of noble metal-based catalysts. Development of noble 
metal-free two dimensional (2D) carbon-based materials can not only reduce the consumption of noble metals, 
but also create materials with the characteristics of high active surface area, abundance, easy functionalization, and 
chemical stability, which may carve a way to promising electrochemical water splitting. In this review, noble metal-
free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts, including heteroatom (B, S, N, P, F, and O) doped graphene, 2D porous carbons 
modified with heteroatoms and/or transition metals, and 2D carbon-based hybrids are introduced as cost-effective 
alternatives to the noble metal-based electrocatalysts with comparable efficiencies to conduct HER, OER, and overall 
water splitting. This review emphasizes on current development in synthetic strategies and structure–property rela-
tionships of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts, together with major challenges and perspectives of 
noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts for further electrochemical applications.
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Introduction
Electrochemical water splitting is found to be an excit-
ing approach for energy conversion due to its negligible 
environment pollution and high energy conversion effi-
ciency. Generally, electrochemical water splitting process 
comprises of two half reactions, which include hydrogen 
evolution reaction (HER) at cathode and oxygen evolu-
tion reaction (OER) at anode, respectively. An ideal HER 
or OER catalyst must be active for each half reaction with 
excellent stability. Currently, the materials containing 
expensive noble metals (Pt, Ir, or Ru) are emerged as the 
most commonly used electrocatalysts for water splitting, 
but their high price and scarcity seriously restrict their 
widespread applications [1–7]. Therefore, the develop-
ment of alternative noble metal-free electrocatalysts with 

acceptable electrochemical performances, low cost, and 
long-term durability is highly desirable but remains chal-
lenging [8–10]. In order to overcome such challenges, 
many efforts have been exercised to design noble metal-
free electrocatalysts, including transition metal carbides, 
nitrides, phosphides, and chalcogenides to conduct HER, 
and transition metal phosphates, oxides, perovskites, 
hydroxides, nitrides, and chalcogenides for OER, but the 
low conductivity, aggregation, and less stability in acidic 
and basic solutions limit their large scale applications 
[11–24].

Recently, noble metal-free nanocarbon-based materi-
als, such as zero dimensional (0D) fullerenes, one dimen-
sional (1D) carbon nanorods, 1D carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs), two dimensional (2D) modified graphene, 2D 
porous carbon nanosheets (PCNs), and carbon frame-
works with three dimensional (3D) structures, etc., have 
been employed as cost-effective alternatives to traditional 
noble-metal catalysts for electrochemical water splitting 
[25–34]. Among them, 2D nanocarbons possess unique 
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layered structure, unusual physical, chemical and elec-
tronic characteristics, as well as highly exposed active 
site, which make them attractive candidates for electro-
catalytic applications [31]. For example, 2D graphene 
offers a remarkable mechanical strength, exceptionally 
higher carrier mobility of ~ 15,000  cm2  V−1  s−1 at room 
temperature, and better optical transparency of ~ 97.7% 
than 0D fullerene [35]. In addition, 2D graphene has 
extremely good electrical conductivity of 64  mS  cm−1 
and excellent thermal conductivity of 5000  W  m−1  K−1 
as compared to 1D single walled CNTs (~ 1.06 mS cm−1 
and ~ 3000 W m−1 K−1, respectively) [27, 35–42]. While, 
2D porous carbons may have more accessible active sites 
due to unique layered structure and effectively prevent 
irreversible restacking and overlapping as compared 
to 3D nanostructured materials [31, 43]. Overall, the 
2D nanocarbons possess highly opened-up flat struc-
tures and large surface areas, which may provide the 
rapid contact of the catalyst with the reactants, short 
ion/mass transport distances and continuous electron 
transport pathways, thus leading to high electrocatalytic 
activities [43]. Such characteristics enable 2D structured 
nanocarbons to be used as economical and competent 
metal-free electrocatalysts or good supports for transi-
tion metal compounds and metal-free materials in energy 
conversion systems. As far as we know, the exploration 
of nanocarbon-based electrocatalysts has attained wide 
attention, and few review articles have already discussed 
the modified carbons and carbon-based hybrids for elec-
trochemical water splitting [44–51]. However, compre-
hensive reviews that summarize recent developments 
of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts 
including the synthetic methods and structure–activity 
relationships still remain missing.

In this review, the development of recent reported 
noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts, 
including heteroatom-doped graphene, 2D porous car-
bons modified with heteroatoms and/or transition met-
als, and 2D carbon-based hybrids towards HER, OER, 
and overall water splitting are summarized (Fig.  1). A 
concise summary on the synthetic methods and electro-
catalytic performances of noble metal-free 2D carbon-
based electrocatalysts for HER, OER, and overall water 
splitting are given in Tables  1, 2, and 3, respectively. In 
final section, the major challenges and perspectives for 
further research on noble metal-free 2D carbon-based 
electrocatalysts are discussed.

2D carbon‑based electrocatalysts for water splitting
Since 2004, the successful preparation of graphene hav-
ing one-atom-thickness and crystalline sp2-carbon sheet 
opens a new era of exploration of 2D carbon-based mate-
rials [37, 52]. The 2D carbon-based materials, such as 

heteroatom-doped graphene, 2D porous carbons modi-
fied with heteroatoms and/or transition metals, and 2D 
carbon-based hybrids have instigated immense interest 
because of their dangling groups, intrinsic, structural, 
and unique surface properties, which may provide high 
adsorption/desorption ability toward the key reaction 
intermediates during water electrocatalysis [53].

Among these 2D nanocarbons, heteroatom (B, S, 
N, P, F, and O) doped graphene-based electrocatalysts 
possess remarkable physical and chemical character-
istics with modified electronic structures and abun-
dant exposed active sites, which might be beneficial 
to catalyze HER, OER, and overall water splitting [33, 
44, 54–56]. While, 2D porous carbon-based catalysts 
including heteroatoms and/or transition metals doped 
porous carbons exhibit large surface area and high 
porosity, leading to the rapid diffusion of chemical spe-
cies to and from the surface of electrocatalysts during 
electrochemical reactions, which is important for supe-
rior catalytic performances [31, 57–59]. Additionally, 
the 2D carbon-based hybrids (2D nanocarbons with 
transition metal compounds and metal-free materials) 
possess excellent water splitting activities owing to the 
remarkable advantages of promising catalytic abilities 
of transition metal compounds and other metal-free 
substances as well as high conductive carbon supports, 
which may enhance the capabilities of such hybrids for 
electrochemical applications [60, 61]. Conclusively, the 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the noble metal-free 2D 
carbon-based electrocatalysts for water splitting, classified according 
to the type of electrocatalysts discussed in this manuscript. The 
center shows the demonstration of water splitting by noble 
metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts
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outstanding physical and chemical properties of above-
mentioned 2D nanocarbon-based materials make them 
potential candidates to conduct electrochemical water 
splitting, which involves HER at cathode and OER at 

anode. The overall reaction during electrochemical 
water splitting in an electrolytic cell is as follows:

Total reaction

Table 1 Summary of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts for HER

Material Application Synthesis method Electrolyte Onset potential 
versus RHE (V)

Over potential 
versus RHE (V)

Tafel slope 
(mV dec−1)

References

B-doped graphene HER Sonication 0.5 M  H2SO4 0.30 0.47 130 [66]

S-doped graphene HER Pyrolysis 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.57 78 [71]

NMPG HER Pyrolysis 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.23 109 [170]

N,P/graphene HER Annealing 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.42 91 [75]

N,P/graphene HER Pyrolysis 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.37 89 [171]

N,S/graphene HER CVD 0.5 M  H2SO4 0.13 0.28 80.5 [172]

N,S/graphene HER Sonication 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.30 120 [74]

N,B-graphene HER Annealing 0.1 M KOH – 0.17 82.1 [86]

CoNi/NC HER Annealing 0.1 M  H2SO4 – 0.14 105 [173]

CoP/carbon HER Hydrothermal 0.5 M  H2SO4 0.07 0.11 56.7 [174]

Co/N-doped carbon HER Hydrothermal 0.1 M KOH 0.06 0.25 126 [175]

VCN/Fe4N HER Carbonization 0.1 M KOH – 0.17 80 [153]

Defect graphene HER Annealing 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 1.5 55 [85]

Ni@NC HER Annealing 1.0 M KOH 0.07 0.2 160 [176]

Fe3C-graphene HER CVD 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 49 46 [177]

Mo2C/NC HER Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH – 60 60 [178]

N,S/carbon HER Pyrolysis 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.1 57.4 [107]

Table 2 Summary of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts for OER

Material Application Synthesis method Electrolyte Onset potential 
versus RHE (V)

Over potential 
versus RHE (V)

Tafel slope 
(mV dec−1)

References

NPF-Graphene OER Annealing 0.1 M KOH 1.62 1.82 136 [89]

N-GRW OER Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH – 0.36 47 [81]

NFGN OER Annealing 1.0 M KOH 1.45 1.55 78 [90]

NMG OER CVD 0.1 M KOH – 1.66 – [82]

EG/Co(OH)2 OER Hydrothermal 1.0 M KOH – 1.53 63 [135]

BN-NC OER Annealing 0.1 M KOH – 1.65 – [86]

CQD/Graphene OER Solvothermal 1.0 M KOH – 1.57 44 [179]

N-carbon OER Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH – 0.38 – [109]

FeN4/CF/EG OER Carbonization 0.5 M  H2SO4 – 0.29 129 [6]

Co-BNC OER Carbonization 1.0 M KOH – 0.30 70 [180]

Co-Graphene OER Soft template 0.1 M KOH – 0.35 83.3 [115]

Co3O4/GCN OER Annealing 0.1 M KOH – 0.12 76 [181]

N-doped graphene OER CVD 0.1 M KOH – 1.6 83 [30]

CoP/N,P-Graphene OER Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH – 0.27 54 [149]

N,P-graphene OER Pyrolysis 0.1 M KOH – 1.57 70 [87]

VCN/FeOOH OER Carbonization 0.1 M KOH – 0.17 57 [153]

Defect graphene OER Annealing 1.0 M KOH – 1.57 97 [85]

Ni@NC OER Annealing 1.0 M KOH – 0.28 45 [176]

Co3O4/NPC OER Carbonization 0.1 M KOH 1.47 1.5 70 [182]
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Hydrogen  (H2) production by using electrochemi-
cal methods was regarded as the most exciting alterna-
tive solution to solve the present energy related issues 
by virtue of negligible pollution, high energy conversion 
efficiency, and minimum cost [62]. At cathode, the  H2 
evolves during water splitting, and the HER mechanism 
is mainly based on two steps, the first of which is Volmer 
reaction and the second is Heyrovsky reaction/Tafel reac-
tion [10]. In the first step, the Volmer reaction consists 
of the adsorption of both  H+ and an  e− on the surface of 
electrocatalysts in acidic, neutral, or basic solutions. The 
second step may belong to two different pathways. One is 
the adsorption of  H+ with  e− and the other belongs to the 
addition of two adsorbed H to produce one molecule of 
 H2. The kinetics of the HER can be affected by the nature 
of the catalyst. The overall reactions for  H2 production in 
different solutions are as follows:

In acidic electrolytes:

In basic or neutral electrolytes:

While at anode, the oxygen  (O2) evolves during water 
splitting, and the OER mechanism involves four electron 
transfer process and generates multiple reaction interme-
diates, such as OH*, O*, and OOH* in acidic, neutral or 
basic solutions [10]. The overall reactions associated with 
 O2 production in different media are given as below:

In acidic electrolytes:

(1)H2O → H2 +
1/2O2

(2)Cathode 2H
+
+ 2e

−
→ H2

(3)Cathode 2H2O+ 2e
−
→ H2 + 2OH

−

In basic or neutral electrolytes:

Both HER and OER during electrochemical water split-
ting require considerable overpotential and suffer from 
sluggish kinetics, and thus, the advancement of noble 
metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts to conduct 
HER, OER, and overall water splitting with maximum 
efficiency has gained enormous attention.

Heteroatom‑doped graphene‑based electrocatalysts 
for water splitting
Among 2D nanocarbons, heteroatom-doped graphene 
based electrocatalysts have attained great attention for 
multiple electrochemical applications due to their prom-
ising electronic and mechanical properties, including 
high conductivity and tensile strength. As is known, the 
electrochemical inertness of graphene limits its practical 
applications to conduct electrochemical water splitting. 
However, the heteroatom (B, S, N, P, F, and O) doping 
of graphene, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), graphene 
oxide (GO), and electrochemical exfoliation of graph-
ite provide ample opportunities to develop heteroatom-
doped graphene based electrocatalysts [63, 64]. The 
heteroatoms of B, S, N, P, F, and O hold great potential 
to alter the intrinsic properties of graphene based materi-
als and enable them to adsorb reactant species on their 
surface without disturbing their electrical conductivi-
ties, which shows the availability of foundation for unu-
sual catalytic performances [65–68]. Furthermore, it has 

(4)Anode H2O → 2H
+
+ 1/2O2 + 2e

−

(5)Anode 2OH
−
→ H2O+ 1/2O2 + 2e

−

Table 3 Summary of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts for overall water splitting

Material Synthetic method Electrolyte Overall potential 
versus RHE (V)

References

NFGNs Chemical method 1.0 M KOH 1.90 [90]

Ni@NC Annealing 1.0 M KOH 1.60 [66]

NiFe/NC Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH 1.58 [183]

N-graphene/CoO Solvothermal 1.0 M KOH 1.58 [184]

DRPC Template 1.0 M KOH 1.53 [117]

N-carbon CPT 0.1 M KOH 1.82 [118]

CoO/NC Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH 1.55 [151]

CoP/NC Annealing 1.0 M KOH 1.73 [147]

CoP/rGO Annealing/phosphoration 1.0 M KOH 1.56 [138]

CoP/rGO Pyrolysis 1.0 M KOH 0.47 [145]

Co-BNC Carbonization 1.0 M KOH 1.68 [180]

CoP/NPMG Carbonization 1.0 M KOH 1.60 [149]

NiP/C Electrodeposition/phosphoration 1.0 M KOH 1.63 [146]

VCN@Fe4N/FeOOH Annealing 0.1 M KOH 1.60 [153]

NiFe-LDH NS@DG Suspension 1.0 M KOH 1.50 [156]
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been noted that the modification of graphene via high 
electronegative heteroatom (e.g., N, F, and O) doping 
can easily modulate the electronic structures by activat-
ing the adjacent carbon atoms in the graphene, leading 
to increase catalytic sites, which ultimately boosts up the 
electrochemical activities for water splitting [69]. In addi-
tion, the co-doping with higher and lower electronegative 
heteroatoms can also provide a synergistic effect between 
heteroatoms with a distinctive electronic structure and 
consequently enhance the activity of heteroatom-doped 
graphene-based electrocatalysts [70].

Heteroatom‑doped graphene‑based electrocatalysts 
for hydrogen evolution reaction
Owing to the remarkable properties, including good 
thermal stability, high electrical conductivity, and easily 
tunable electronic structure, the electrocatalysts based 
on heteroatom (B, S, N, and P) doped graphene, have 
shown promising potential for electrocatalytic HER. For 
instance, a B-doped graphene developed from defective 
graphene was synthesized by using wet chemical syn-
thetic approach (Fig. 2a) [66]. The as-prepared B-doped 
graphene acted as HER electrocatalyst in acidic electro-
lyte possessed a Tafel slope of 130 mV dec−1. Addition-
ally, the further electrochemical measurements proposed 
that the B-doped graphene required a smaller overpoten-
tial of ~ 0.45 V at 10 mA cm−2, as compared to the defec-
tive graphene (~ 0.51 V). The synergistic effect of B atoms 
and graphene were found responsible in the enhance-
ment of HER activity of B-doped graphene. In another 
study, a S-doped graphene was developed by annealing 
treatment of GO with  Na2S at 1000  °C, and their HER 
catalytic activities were observed in 0.5  M  H2SO4 [71]. 
The S-doped graphene designed at 1000  °C showed a 
Tafel slope of 128 mV dec−1, whilst the S-doped graphene 
electrocatalyst displayed a low overpotential of ~ 0.57  V 
to reach up to 10  mA  cm−2, demonstrating reasonable 
catalytic property towards HER. Moreover, the HER 
performance of S-doped graphene prepared at 1000  °C 
was compared with that of graphene sheets, which 
obtained the 10  mA  cm−2 with slightly higher overpo-
tential of ~ 0.64  V. Decisively, the high HER activity of 
S-doped graphene was endorsed by the synergistic effect 
of S-dopant and graphene nanosheets.

Among various heteroatom (B, S, and N) dopants, 
the doping with N atom provides stronger affinity for 
H atom, as N-dopant can alter the energy levels of gra-
phene matrix by activating the adjacent carbon atoms, 
leading to boosted interaction between the N-doped 
graphene and catalytic intermediate (H*), which ulti-
mately reduces the H* species to  H2. Hence, construc-
tion of heteroatom-doped graphene with N-doping 
provides an impressive direction to upheld the catalytic 

activity of electrocatalyst for HER [72]. In this regard, 
a N-doped mesoporous graphene (NMPG) was devel-
oped via a simple pyrolysis treatment of GO and cya-
nimide at 800  °C for HER [72]. The as-prepared NMPG 
possessed outstanding high surface area of ~ 927 m2 g−1 
along with high porosity of ~ 3.3  cm3  g−1. Acting as a 
HER electrocatalyst, the NMPG demonstrated a Tafel 
slope of 109  mV  dec−1. Moreover, the further electro-
chemical results showed that the NMPG displayed the 
current density of 10 mA cm−2 with a low overpotential 
of ~ 0.24 V, when using acidic medium as an electrolyte. 
In contrast, the negligible HER catalytic properties of 
dopant-free mesoporous graphene and pristine graphene 
were observed in same acidic electrolyte. More evidences 
described that the synergistic effect of N-doping and 
mesoporous structure remarkably improved the HER 
activity of NMPG.

Besides the single-atom doped graphene, the further 
researches indicated that the improvement in HER per-
formance can be made by the introduction of more than 
one heteroatom, such as N/P or N/S, as multi-atom 
doping gives rise to the synergistic effect, leading to the 
improved HER [73, 74]. Thus, to further enhance the cat-
alytic activity, the heteroatom co-doping approach was 
utilized to prepare an efficient N, P co-doped graphene, 
which was fabricated via a carbonization treatment of 
GO by using N and P precursors at 950 °C for HER [75]. 
The N, P co-doped graphene represented Tafel slopes of 
91 and 145  mV  dec−1 along with the overpotentials of 
0.42  V and 0.585  V at 10  mA  cm−2, when adopting the 
acidic and basic electrolyte, respectively. Furthermore, 
the overpotential of N, P co-doped graphene was rela-
tively smaller than that of N-doped graphene (~ 0.49 V) 
and P-doped graphene (~ 0.55 V) in acidic media. Con-
vincingly, the N, P co-dopants might activate the neigh-
boring carbon atoms and thus generate additional active 
sites, which raised the HER property of heteroatom-
doped graphene. Besides the N, P heteroatoms, the co-
doping of graphene with N, S dopants, was also found 
to be an alternatively effective strategy. In this regard, an 
electrocatalyst consisting of graphene with multi-atom 
combination of N, S dopants by annealing treatment of 
GO, benzyl disulfide, and melamine at 900 °C was devel-
oped to conduct HER, as shown in Fig. 2b [74]. The N, 
S-doped graphene showed Tafel slope of 120  mV  dec−1 
during HER. Moreover, the N, S-doped graphene dis-
played the current density of 10 mA cm−2 by yielding sig-
nificantly small overpotential of ~ 0.31 V in 0.5 M  H2SO4, 
which was noticeably smaller than that of the N-doped 
graphene (~ 0.49  V), N, P-doped graphene (~ 0.49  V), 
and N, B-doped graphene (~ 0.54 V) (Fig. 2c). Convinc-
ingly, the interplay of negatively charged S dopants and 
positively charged N dopants provided geometric lattice 
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defects and rapid electron transfer paths, which play vital 
role in improving the activity of N, S-doped graphene for 
HER (Fig. 2d, e).

From the above, it is clear that the heteroatom dop-
ing with single heteroatoms or multi-atoms performed 
a meaningful role in tuning the electronic structure of 
2D graphene-based electrocatalysts, resulting in strong 
adsorption for H*, which lead to the remarkable HER per-
formances. Additionally, the multi-atoms doped graphene 
based electrocatalysts were found to have higher catalytic 

abilities and more active sites as compared to single het-
eroatom-doped graphene-based electrocatalysts. Thus, 
development of heteroatom co-doped graphene electro-
catalysts may be an exciting direction for further research 
in the sustainable  H2 production [74, 76–80].

Heteroatom‑doped graphene‑based electrocatalysts 
for oxygen evolution reaction
The efficiencies of electrochemical water splitting devices 
can be strongly affected by anode reaction because of the 

Fig. 2 a Schematic representation of the synthetic process of B-substituted graphene. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [66]. Copyright 
2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. b Illustration of the synthetic route to design N, S doped graphene. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [73]. 
Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. c Comparison of  MoS2 with different graphene-based electrocatalysts in 0.5 M  H2SO4. d Free energy diagram of pure, 
single and co-doped graphene. e Atomic representation of co-doped models and their corresponding ∆GH*. c–e Reproduced with permission from 
Ref. [74]. Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group
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high overpotentials and sluggish kinetics of OER process. 
Nowadays, the noble metal-based oxides  (IrO2 and  RuO2) 
are still the most competent electrocatalysts for OER, but 
the expenditure and low natural abundance limit their 
wide range industrialization. Therefore, researchers have 
made significant efforts to design heteroatom-doped gra-
phene based electrocatalysts for OER to take over noble 
metal-based electrocatalysts.

Recent heteroatom-doped graphene, especially 
N-doped graphene have attained wide spread attention, 
as the incorporation of N-dopant may modify the chemi-
cal reactivity and electronic property of graphene, lead-
ing to adsorption of intermediate species (O*), which 
ultimately enhanced the catalytic ability of N-doped gra-
phene for OER (Fig. 3a). To be specific, the N-doping into 
graphene matrix can provide the contents of pyrrolic N, 
quaternary N, and pyridinic N along with oxidized N. 
Among these N-functionalities, pyridinic N has a lone 
pair of electrons, which can contribute to resonance in 
the delocalization of electrons and become electron defi-
cient. Due to this deficiency, pyridinic N atoms accept 
electrons from neighboring carbon atoms and enable 
them to adsorb  OH− and  OOH− intermediate spe-
cies, which was recognized as the rate-determining step 
during OER. Thus, it is highly anticipated to synthesize 
electrocatalysts enriched with pyridinic N to achieve 
desirable OER performances [81–83]. For instance, 
pyridinic-N dominated doped graphenes (NDGs) with 
vacancy defects were prepared by hydrothermal method 
of g-C3N4 and GO, followed by pyrolysis treatment from 
600 to 900 °C for OER [84]. The NDG prepared at 800 °C 
exhibited remarkable OER performance by achieving a 
Tafel slope of 132 mV dec−1. In contrast, the other elec-
trocatalysts prepared at the temperatures of 900  °C and 
700 °C demonstrated the higher Tafel slopes, which were 
149 and 157  mV  dec−1, respectively. Additionally, the 
NDG prepared at 800 °C showed the potential of ~ 1.67 V 
with 10 mA cm−2, suggesting an appreciable OER activ-
ity. Consequently, the pyridinic N doped carbon sites and 
vacancy defects synergistically boosted the OER perfor-
mance of the NDG prepared at 800 °C.

Accordingly, a 2D graphene with carbon defects was 
developed by using thermal treatment of N-doped gra-
phene at 1150  °C (Fig.  3b) [85]. The defective graphene 
showed good OER performances with a Tafel slope 
of 97  mV  dec−1. Meanwhile, the defective graphene 
required a potential of 1.57 V to reach the current den-
sity of 10 mA cm−2, which was analogous to commercial 
Ir/C (~ 1.55 V) in basic media. Eventually, the high OER 
performances of defective graphene were accredited to 
the edge defects, which emerged after the subtraction of 
N atom. The N atom was subtracted from carbon lattice 
under high energy to create vacant sites and allowed to 

form low energy defective structures, such as pentagons 
and octagons, etc. Furthermore, several computational 
models were studied to describe the types of defects in 
N-doped graphene. The calculations of energy pathways 
for five different defective atomic active sites edges were 
investigated, several of which were attributed to demon-
strate high OER performances.

Apart from single atom doping, multiple combinations 
of dopants (N/P and N/S) with different electronegativity 
could provide more active centers than single heteroatom 
dopant, which may raise the electrocatalytic performance 
for OER [86]. For example, a N, P-doped graphene with 
surface area of 900.2 m2 g−1 was investigated by pyroly-
sis treatment of GO sheets and polyaniline (PANI) at 
850 °C (Fig. 3c) [87]. The N, P co-doped graphene showed 
a small Tafel slope of 70  mV  dec−1 in alkaline solution. 
Also, the further results indicated that the N, P co-doped 
graphene required a small potential 1.57  V to reach up 
to 10 mA cm−2 (Fig. 3d, e). Moreover, the N, P co-doped 
graphene (1.57  V) indicated the superior OER catalytic 
activities than  RuO2 and Pt/C, the potentials of which 
were 1.59 V and ~ 2 V, respectively. Accordingly, the syn-
ergistic effect, large surface area, and abundantly exposed 
active sites, were associated to the satisfactory catalytic 
activity, which provided easy access to reactant molecules 
and accommodated rapid charge transfer to conduct 
OER. Subsequently, as promising OER electrocatalyst, a 
N, S-doped graphene with porous structure and surface 
area of 554.4  m2  g−1 was developed by a one-pot calci-
nation treatment of GO at 800 °C, followed by a surface 
activation process with  ZnCl2 [88]. When the N, S co-
doped graphene with high porosity were used to conduct 
OER in 1.0 M KOH, it demonstrated a low Tafel slope of 
114 mV dec−1. Along with this, the N, S-doped graphene 
also showed a significantly low potential of ~ 1.55  V at 
10  mA  cm−2, which further confirmed its better OER 
activity than other controlled samples. For instance, the 
N, S-doped graphene without surface activation pre-
sented a high Tafel slope of 168  mV  dec−1 accompa-
nied with large potential of ~ 1.7 V to gain 10 mA cm−2. 
Eventually, the activation process provided the defects 
and created numerous active sites, which exceptionally 
boosted the OER activity of N, S-doped graphene.

Additionally, a tri-doped graphene with N, P, and 
F atoms was synthesized by using pyrolysis of PANI 
coated on GO and ammonium hexafluorophos-
phate at 950  °C [89]. The tri-doped graphene dem-
onstrated the lower Tafel slope of 136  mV  dec−1 than 
the  RuO2 (141  mV  dec−1) to conduct OER. Further-
more, the onset potential displayed by the tri-doped 
graphene was approximately 1.62  V in 0.1  M KOH, 
which was slightly higher than that of  RuO2 (1.53  V). 
It was suggested that the tri-doped graphene possessed 
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remarkable OER performance due to the balanced 
composition and synergistic effect of heteroatoms. 
Above discussions enlightened the importance of het-
eroatom doping with the multiple effective synthetic 
approaches for optimizing the OER performances of 
2D heteroatom-doped graphene-based electrocatalysts. 

The modified graphene-based materials by using single 
as well as multiple heteroatom doping strategy could 
possess excellent surface characteristics and more 
exposed active sites, which may further increase their 
OER activities and show the potential to be used as the 
substitutes of noble metal-based electrocatalysts.

Fig. 3 a Synthesis of N-doped graphene by using polymerization method followed by carbonization from 800 to 1000 °C. Reproduced with 
permissions from Ref. [81]. Copyright 2016, AAAS Science. b Illustration of the synthetic process of defective graphene. Reproduced with permission 
from Ref. [85]. Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c Representation of the preparation of N, P-doped graphene. d, e OER polarization curves and Tafel plots 
of N, P-doped graphene. c–e Reproduced with permission from Ref. [87]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society
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Heteroatom‑doped graphene‑based electrocatalysts 
for overall water splitting
Recent developments have revealed the outstand-
ing potentials of some emerging 2D heteroatom-
doped graphene electrocatalysts to perform overall 
water splitting owing to the good intrinsic properties, 
including rapid electron transfer and high durability. 
The above discussions indicated that the 2D modified 
graphene-based electrocatalysts not only show excel-
lent catalytic performances to conduct HER and OER, 
but also demonstrate their potentials for HER and 
OER in a same electrolytic cell. Accordingly, an effi-
cient bifunctional metal-free catalyst contained N, F 
co-doped graphene nanosheets (NFGNs) was designed 
by using a simple chemical etching method for over-
all water splitting (Fig.  4a–c) [90]. The configurations 
with rich pyridinic N doping were found effective to 
conduct electrochemical process. Electrochemical 
performances demonstrated that the NFGNs attained 
the overpotential of 0.33  V during HER process, and 
the overpotential of ~ 0.34  V during OER process to 
reach up to the current density of 10 mA cm−2. Moreo-
ver, the NFGNs electrocatalyst acquired the potential 
of ~ 1.90 V to gain the 10 mA cm−2 during overall water 
splitting in alkaline electrolyte, which was analogous 
to Pt/C bifunctional electrocatalyst (Fig.  4d). Density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations provided more 
understanding about the high activity of the NFGNs. 
It was revealed that the existence of synergistic effect 
between N and F heteroatoms enabled the heteroatom-
doped graphene to alter the electron-withdrawing and 
electron-donating capabilities of carbon. Therefore, 
the electronic structure of NFGNs was found favora-
ble to alter the carbon sites around the heteroatoms, 
which indicated the origin of the high electrochemi-
cal activities to demonstrate overall water splitting. 
Subsequently, the N, S-doped graphitic sheets (SHG) 
equipped with bifunctional properties were fabricated 
via annealing treatment of melamine-nickel sulfate 
complex, and potassium chloride at 900  °C for water 
splitting (Fig.  5a–c) [91]. The SHG catalyst performed 
excellent HER and OER in basic electrolyte with the 
Tafel slopes of 112 and 71  mV  dec−1, respectively. In 
addition, the SHG showed good potential to be used 
as both electrodes and reached the 10  mA  cm−2 with 
a reasonable potential of 1.70  V and good stability in 
1.0  M KOH during overall water splitting. Moreover, 
likewise Pt/C and  RuO2 setup, the SHG displayed an 
onset potential of 0.25 V, which was gradually increased 
with increasing current density during overall water 
splitting (Fig.  5d–h). The admirable electrochemical 
performances of SHG electrocatalyst was devised from 

the synergistic effect between unique structured SHG 
and the presence of heteroatom N, S dopants.

Besides N, F and N, S multi heteroatom-doping, the 
bifunctional electrocatalysts with N, O co-dopants 
have been also explored for overall water splitting. For 
instance, a novel catalyst composed of N, O co-doped 
graphene nanorings-integrated boxes (NOGB) was pre-
pared by using pyrolysis of polydopamine and Prussian 
blue at 800 °C [92]. The NOGB prepared at 800 °C exhib-
ited impressive bifunctional activities in an electrolytic 
cell by achieving the current density with 10  mA  cm−2 
with a considerable potential of 1.65  V in basic solu-
tion, which was marginally smaller than SHG (1.70  V) 
(Fig. 5e, f ) [91]. It was revealed that the enhancement in 
the catalytic activity was accredited to the multi-atom 
(N, O) doping because these dopants might enhance the 
formation of carbon  (C+) active sites, which led to the 
enhanced electrochemical activity. To conclude, the het-
eroatom doping of graphene might provide the synergis-
tic effect and modify the electronic structure, leading to 
abundant carbon active sites, which led to the desirable 
electrochemical overall water splitting performances.

2D porous carbon‑based electrocatalysts for water 
splitting
Heteroatom-doped graphene based electrocatalysts have 
shown impressive applications for electrochemical water 
splitting, while their low porosity and limited surface area 
motivated the researchers to explore 2D porous carbon-
based electrocatalysts with high porous structures and 
novel physicochemical properties. Recently, 2D porous 
carbon-based materials, including heteroatom-doped 
mesoporous carbons, N-doped hierarchically porous 
carbon nanosheets (NHPCNs), 2D porous carbons with 
structural defects, co-doped PCNs, and transition metals 
with heteroatom co-doped porous carbons have received 
wide spread consideration by virtues of their large surface 
areas and high porosity, which may lead to promising cat-
alytic activities for various electrochemical applications 
including HER, OER, and overall water splitting [93–96].

2D porous carbon‑based electrocatalysts for hydrogen 
evolution reaction
Current 2D porous carbons modified with heteroatom 
(N, S, and P) doping and/or transition metals doping 
have been broadly studied for HER owing to their porous 
structures, large surface areas, easy modifications, and 
abundant active sites [97, 98]. Moreover, the doping of 
heteroatom into carbon skeleton could cause dramatic 
impacts on charge distribution and electron modula-
tion, which could enhance the electrochemical perfor-
mances for HER [31, 99, 100]. For instance, a N-doped 
ordered mesoporous carbon (NOMC) was developed 
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by a pyrolysis treatment of carbon precursors at 900  °C 
[101]. The as-prepared NOMC catalyst presented a fair 
HER activity in basic solution and possessed a lower 
Tafel slope of 70  mV  dec−1 than N-doped graphene 
(143  mV  dec−1) [75]. The N atoms were assisted as the 
active sites for HER, and the catalytic performance was 

considerably improved with the increased N content in 
NOMC.

Additionally, the introduction of multi heteroatoms 
(such as P, N and S, N) into carbon skeleton could also 
modulate electronic potential distribution and the elec-
tron density in the porous carbon matrix, offering the 

Fig. 4 a Synthetic routes of NFPGNS. b, c SEM images of NFGNS. d Steady-state curves of NFPGNS, NNG, FPGC, CC and Pt/C for overall water 
splitting in 1.0 M KOH. a–d Reproduced with permission from Ref. [90]. Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. e The generation of gas bubbles 
during overall water splitting. f LSV curve of NOGB in 1 M KOH. The inset is representing the stability of the electrocatalyst in an electrolyser for 20 h. 
e, f Reproduced with permission from Ref. [92]. Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH
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favorable active sites for the adsorption of H*, which can 
remarkably increase the electrocatalytic performance of 
2D porous carbon-based electrocatalysts for HER [75, 
102–104]. Recently, a mesoporous carbon with dual-dop-
ing of N and P atoms obtained from bacterium strain with 
large surface area of 816 m2 g−1 was developed by a car-
bonization method at 900 °C (Fig. 6a) [105]. The as-pre-
pared N, P dual-doped mesoporous carbon represented 
a smaller Tafel slope of 58.4 mV dec−1, as well as lower 
overpotential of ~ 0.21 V to attained the 10 mA cm−2 for 
the HER than the electrocatalyst without mesoporous 
structure (88  mV  dec−1 and ~ 0.42  V) in acidic electro-
lyte (Fig. 6b). The occurrence of N and P co-dopants on 
mesoporous carbon surface provided a strong synergistic 
effect, which was associated to the remarkable HER activ-
ity. Similarly, S, N co-doped PCNs possessing surface 
area of 513.3  m2  g−1 with high porosity were designed 
by calcination treatment of sucrose, sulfur powder, and 
 MgCl2 under various temperatures from 600 to 900  °C 
[106]. The S, N-doped carbon synthesized at 800  °C 

suggested a decent HER electrochemical activity in acidic 
electrolyte, yielding a Tafel slope of 67.8 mV dec−1 along 
with a marginally high overpotential of ~ 0.12 V, as com-
pared to Pt/C (31  mV) at 10  mA  cm−2 (Fig.  6d). Con-
clusively, the S and N dopants considerably altered the 
electronic structures of graphene, providing the stronger 
interaction with  H+ than carbon atom, which enhanced 
the adsorption of hydrogen and upheld the HER activity 
(Fig. 6c). In another study, the S, N co-doped PCNs pos-
sessing high surface area of 830  m2  g−1 were produced 
through annealing treatment of hair from 600 to 900 °C, 
followed by an activating agent of  ZnCl2 to produce large 
pores [107]. Notably, the S, N co-doped PCNs prepared 
at the annealing temperature of 800  °C exhibited excel-
lent catalytic HER performance in acidic solution, which 
exhibited a Tafel slope of 57.4 mV dec−1. In contrast, the 
other S, N co-doped PCNs prepared at 700 and 900  °C 
demonstrated the higher Tafel slopes, which were noted 
as 103.3 and 84.1 mV dec−1 in acidic electrolyte, respec-
tively. Moreover, the S, N co-doped PCNs prepared at 

Fig. 5 a Synthetic process of SHG. (i) Powder of mixed melamine and nickel sulfate complex with KCl by ball milling. (ii) Structure of 2D Ni-KCl@
SHG in situ grown from Ni@KCl and KCl seeds after annealing treatment. (iii) Well-defined structure of SHG after etching with the Ni@KCl and 
KCl seeds, followed by additional annealing treat. b Schematic representation of SHG. c Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of SHG. d 
Polarizations curves of SHG during overall water splitting. e Overall water slitting demonstration of SHG in a two-electrode water splitting device 
by chronopotentiometry at a given potential of 2 V. f  O2 and g  H2 collection process with displacement of water. h Bubbles generated during the 
overall water splitting process. a–h Reproduced with permission from Ref. [91]. Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH
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800  °C demonstrated a reasonable small overpoten-
tial of 97 mV to gain the 10 mA cm−2. Conclusively, the 
occurrence of C–S–C moieties and N-dopants in carbon 
matrix provided synergistic interaction, which contrib-
uted to the remarkable HER performances.

Besides heteroatom doping, the introduction of tran-
sition metal into carbon have been also explored due to 
their excellent charge polarizations and tunable elec-
tronic structures, which may lead to excellent HER per-
formances. For instance, a novel Ni–N–C electrocatalyst 
composed of Ni–Nx attached on porous carbon embed-
ded with Ni metal atoms was fabricated by using hydro-
thermal method, followed by simple pyrolysis of Ni ions 

and dicyandiamide at 900  °C for HER (Fig.  6e) [108]. 
The Ni–N-C demonstrated outstanding HER catalytic 
ability featuring a smaller Tafel slope of 183  mV  dec−1, 
along with lower overpotential of ~ 0.33 V than Ni nano-
particles (NPs) with exfoliated graphene (230  mV  dec−1 
and ~ 0.39  V) to acquire the 10  mA  cm−2. Conclusively, 
the Ni–Nx might easily decrease the energy barriers in 
dissociation of water molecules, which contributed to 
the satisfactory HER catalytic activity of Ni–N-C. In con-
clusion, the significant HER performances of 2D porous 
carbon-based electrocatalysts are associated to their 
high porosity, synergistic effect between porous carbons 
and transition metal and/or heteroatom dopants, large 

Fig. 6 a Representation of the synthetic procedure of the porous carbon and corresponding. b LSV curves. a, b Reproduced with permission 
from Ref. [105]. Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. c Structural models and charge density of H adsorbed on the surface of carbon. d 
Corresponding Tafel plots of N, S-doped porous carbons. c, d Reproduced with permission from Ref. [106]. Copyright 2016, Elsevier. e Schematic of 
the synthetic route of Ni–N–C. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [108]. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH
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surface area, and promising mass transport. Notably, 
these electrocatalysts could be readily developed on a 
large scale to catalyze HER.

2D porous carbon‑based electrocatalysts for oxygen 
evolution reaction
According to scientific research, the 2D porous carbons 
have been found to be of great potential in OER, owing 
to their hierarchical pore, large surface area, and electro-
philicity of carbon, which are capable of providing easy 
infiltration of electrolytes, absorption of  OH−, and rapid 

emission of  O2 after the combination of two adsorbed 
oxygen atoms [109–111]. For instance, the defect rich 
carbon nanosheets with ultrathin layered structure and 
exceptionally largest surface area of 1793  m2  g−1 were 
constructed by carbonization of citric acid and  NH4Cl 
precursors at 1000  °C (Fig.  7a) [112]. During OER, the 
defect rich carbon nanosheets demonstrated a Tafel slope 
of 142  mV  dec−1 in basic solution (Fig.  7c). Addition-
ally, the defect rich carbon nanosheets showed potential 
of 1.64 V at 10 mA cm−2 and onset potential of 1.55 V, 
which were analogous to  IrO2 (1.59 and 1.48 V) (Fig. 7b). 

Fig. 7 a Illustration of the synthetic routes of N-doped porous carbon. Comparison of the b onset potentials and c Tafel slopes of N-doped porous 
carbon prepared at 1000 °C with other controlled samples. a–c Reproduced with permission from Ref. [112]. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of 
Chemistry. d Schematic representation of synthesis of NPMC foams. e The OER volcano plots correlating the overpotential versus adsorption energy 
of O* and the difference between the adsorption energy of O* and OH* for N-doped, P-doped, and N, P-doped graphene, respectively. f Free 
energy diagram for the OER pathway. d–f Reproduced with permission from Ref. [113]. Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group
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The DFT calculations indicated that the porous structure 
with abundant carbon edge defects and N dopants was 
associated to impressive electrocatalytic activity of the 
defect rich carbon nanosheets.

As it is well established, co-doping with heteroatoms 
and high surface area of the 2D porous carbons can play 
effective roles in enhancing the adsorption ability and 
providing more exposed active sites. For example, N, P 
co-doped mesoporous carbons (NPMC) were fabricated 
by annealing treatment of PANI aerogels from 900 to 
1100  °C (Fig.  7d), among which the largest surface area 
was 1663  m2  g−1 for NPMC prepared at 1000  °C [113]. 
The electrochemical results indicated that the NPMC 
prepared at 1000 °C carried out a marginally low overpo-
tential of 0.39 V at 10 mA cm−2, which was comparatively 
smaller than single P-doped and N-doped mesoporous 
carbons (0.49 and 0.41  V), suggesting appreciable OER 
catalytic performance of the co-doped NPMC (Fig.  7e, 
f ). The high OER performance of NPMC was originated 
from the highly porous structure of carbon and the N, P 
co-doping.

Despite of enormous improvements in the develop-
ment of 2D porous carbon-based electrocatalysts, it is 
still challenging to improve their catalytic activities to 
compete with the noble metal-based electrocatalysts. It 
was noticed that the doping of small amount of transition 
metals accompanied with heteroatoms could be more 
beneficial towards the enhancement of electrochemical 
activities of electrocatalysts [114]. For example, a novel 
Co, N-doped carbon-based (Co-NMC) catalyst possess-
ing a trace level of cobalt doping and large surface area 
of 540 m2 g−1 was developed via adopting template based 
synthetic approach, followed by carbonization treat-
ment of Co precursors, melamine, and g-C3N4 at 900 °C 
for OER [115]. The Co-NMC attained the 10  mA  cm−2 
at a much smaller overpotential of 0.35 V than the NMC 
(~ 0.50  V) in alkaline solution. The excellent conductiv-
ity, great mass transport, synergistic interaction between 
Co, N-doping and the existence of Co-Nx active sites 
resulted in high OER performance of the Co-NMC elec-
trocatalyst. In another study, a novel OER electrocata-
lyst of Ni–N–S doped porous carbon was designed by 
annealing treatment of dicyanamide-thiophene-nickel 
salt at 900  °C (Fig.  8a–d) [116]. The Ni–N–S doped 
porous carbon displayed a considerably low Tafel slope 
of 45 mV dec−1. While, acting as an OER electrocatalyst, 
the Ni–N–S doped porous carbon showed an overpoten-
tial of 1.51 V to attain the current density of 10 mA cm−2 
(Fig.  8g). Moreover, the Ni–N–S doped porous carbon 
outperformed the well-established Ir/C electrocatalyst 
in basic electrolyte, which presented a high Tafel slope 
of 88 mV dec−1 (Fig. 8f ). Conclusively, the well dispersed 
Ni–N–S species were acted as active sites, and provided 

the excellent electron transfer with promoted reac-
tion kinetics, which enhanced the OER performance of 
Ni-N-S doped porous carbon (Fig.  8e). Notably, the 2D 
porous carbon-based electrocatalysts with heteroatoms 
and transition metal doping possess large surface area, 
promising mass transport, and mechanical robust-
ness, which make them promising candidates for OER 
electrocatalysts.

2D porous carbon‑based electrocatalysts for overall water 
splitting
Although 2D porous carbon-based electrocatalysts 
have exposed remarkable potential as single functional 
electrocatalysts for either HER or OER, it is still chal-
lenging to use them as bifunctional electrocatalysts to 
perform overall water splitting with admirable durabil-
ity. Accordingly, 2D porous carbons with the structure 
defects and heteroatom dopants were used as highly 
stable and economical electrocatalysts to conduct over-
all water splitting, by virtue of outstanding characteris-
tics, such as low cost, strong tolerance to harsh acidic 
or basic conditions, fast electron transfer, large surface 
area. In this regard, a metal-free defect-rich porous car-
bon (DRPC) bifunctional electrocatalyst having a large 
surface area of 1811  m2  g−1 was developed by polym-
erization reaction, followed by the pyrolysis of polym-
erized product at 900  °C to demonstrate the overall 
water splitting (Fig. 9a, b) [117]. It was revealed that the 
DRPC accompanied immense N-content of 9.3 at % and 
displayed excellent bifunctional catalytic performances 
in alkaline media for both HER and OER. Impor-
tantly, during overall water splitting, the DRPC elec-
trocatalyst demonstrated a low voltage of 1.74 V at the 
10 mA cm−2 with high stability, which was considerably 
lower than porous carbon (2.11 V), and slightly higher 
than Pt/C//RuO2 (1.66 V) (Fig. 9c, d). The edge defects, 
large surface area, and high N-doping content were 
attributed to the remarkable electrochemical perfor-
mances. Subsequently, a N-doped carbon-based elec-
trocatalyst with largest surface area of 1017 m2 g−1, was 
developed by cathodic polarization treatment (CPT) 
for different time after pyrolysis of different precur-
sors [118]. The N-doped carbon-based electrocatalysts 
prepared by using CPT for 6  h and 4  h demonstrated 
impressive HER and OER activities, with the over-
potentials of ~ 0.16 and ~ 0.48  V at 10  mA  cm−2, and 
Tafel slopes of 54.7 and 78.5 mV dec−1 in acidic media, 
respectively. Additionally, in two-electrode water sys-
tem, the two N-doped carbon-based electrocatalysts by 
using CPT for 6 h and 4 h achieved the current density 
of 10  mA  cm−2 with the minimum voltage of 1.82  V, 
which was smaller than porous carbon-based counter-
parts (~ 2.0  V) in 0.1  M KOH [117]. The tremendous 
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overall water splitting activity of N-doped carbon-
based electrocatalyst might be ascribed to the com-
position of functional groups attained by using CPT 
for different reaction time. Moreover, the CPT altered 
the configuration of functional groups of the precur-
sors without destroying the large surface area and the 
porosity.

Based on the above discussion, 2D porous carbon-
based catalysts have exhibited the high catalytic effi-
ciencies owing to their unique advantages, including 
high porosity, large surface area, and fast mass trans-
portation, which thereby may lead to the enhanced 
overall water splitting performance. Furthermore, the 
advancement in the field of 2D porous carbon-based 
electrocatalysts underpins the further research for the 
novel and scalable production of noble metal-free 2D 

carbon-based electrocatalysts to conduct overall water 
splitting with high efficiencies.

2D carbon‑based hybrid electrocatalysts for water splitting
Significant attempts have been exercised to develop 2D 
carbon-based hybrids, including 2D nanocarbons with 
transition metal compounds and metal-free g-C3N4 for 
water splitting. The integration of transition metal com-
pounds, such as transition metal sulfides, oxides, and 
phosphides or metal-free materials including g-C3N4 and 
exfoliated black phosphorus (EBP) with carbon skeleton 
provides abundant catalytic active sites, while the car-
bon supports prevent the aggregation of transition metal 
compounds or metal-free substances, and provide high 
conductivity, which can enhance electrocatalytic activi-
ties of 2D carbon-based hybrids towards HER, OER, and 
overall water splitting [119–127].

Fig. 8 a Schematic of the synthetic route of Ni–N–S doped porous carbon. b SEM. c TEM image. d HRTEM and inset of C is the SAED pattern. e 
Representation of structural model of Ni–N–S doped porous carbon. f, g Electrochemical performances of Ni–N–S doped porous carbon with other 
control samples. a–g Reproduced with permission from Ref. [116]. Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group
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2D carbon‑based hybrid electrocatalysts for hydrogen 
evolution reaction
Recently, 2D carbon-based hybrids including modified 
graphene with transition metal sulfides and phosphides 
have attained enormous attention owing to the benefits of 
transition metal compounds which act as catalytic active 
sites and 2D nanocarbons which provide high disper-
sion of active sites with high conductivity, leading to the 
improved HER performances. Among these transition 
metal compounds, bulk molybdenum disulfide  (MoS2) 
is electrochemically inert for HER, whereas synthetically 
developed nanostructured  MoS2 electrocatalysts have 
gained much consideration due to their earth abundance 
and more exposed edges, which can result in impres-
sive catalytic performance for HER [128]. For exam-
ple, a  MoS2/rGO hybrid with abundant exposed active 
sites was prepared by a solvothermal method, which 
was found to be an effective strategy in preventing the 
aggregation of  MoS2 NPs [128]. The  MoS2/rGO hybrid 
showed impressive electrocatalytic activity towards 
HER, featuring by a smaller Tafel slope of 41  mV  dec−1 
than that of the pure  MoS2 NPs (94 mV dec−1) in acidic 
condition. Moreover, the  MoS2/rGO hybrid reached up 
to 10 mA cm−2 at the potential of ~ 0.15 V. The impres-
sive HER property of  MoS2/rGO hybrid was originated 
from the strong coupling effect between  MoS2 and rGO 
sheets, and highly dispersed catalytic active sites. Other 

than transition metal sulfides, a transition metal phos-
phide based electrocatalyst consisting of iron phosphide 
(FeP) and graphene sheets was developed by using ther-
mal treatment of  Fe3O4, GO, and tetraethylene glycol at 
180  °C, followed by phosphidation treatment at 350  °C 
for HER [129]. Well-structured FeP/graphene hybrid pre-
sented an admirable HER electrocatalytic activity with 
an overpotential of 123  mV to attain the 10  mA  cm−2 
in 0.5  M  H2SO4. Moreover, the FeP/graphene hybrid 
exhibited lower Tafel slope of 50  mV  dec−1 compared 
to the FeP NPs (67  mV  dec−1). Conclusively, the syner-
gistic effect between FeP NPs with rich active sites and 
conductive graphene supports led to the outstanding 
electrochemical activity of the FeP@graphene hybrid. 
Apart from FeP, other transition metal phosphides have 
also been hybridized with 2D nanocarbons to explore 
their electrochemical activity for water splitting. For 
example, a unique electrocatalyst composed of N-doped 
reduced graphene oxide (NRGO) and  Ni2P NPs was fab-
ricated by an in situ thermal decomposition strategy for 
HER [130]. The  Ni2P/NRGO hybrid showed excellent 
HER performances, featuring by a smaller Tafel slope of 
59 mV dec−1 than  Ni2P/rGO (105 mV dec−1). In addition, 
further electrochemical measurements revealed that the 
 Ni2P/NRGO hybrid required a smaller overpotential of 
0.10 V to obtain the current density of 10 mA cm−2 than 
the  Ni2P/rGO (~ 0.36  V). The as-prepared  Ni2P/NRGO 

Fig. 9 a Representation of synthetic route of DRPC. b STEM image of DRPC. c Evolution of bubbles from DRPC electrodes during overall water 
splitting. d Polarization curves of DRPC. a–d Reproduced with permission from Ref. [117]. Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry
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hybrid possessed admirable conductivity, the charged 
natures of P and Ni, and the synergistic interaction 
between  Ni2P NPs and NRGO, which contributed to the 
enhanced the HER performance.

Besides transition metal-based hybrids, 2D carbon-
based hybrids with metal-free g-C3N4 have also showed 
great capability to replace noble metal-based electro-
catalysts for HER, due to their novel characteristics 
including high N-content of metal-free g-C3N4, favora-
ble conductivity of carbon support, rapid electron trans-
fer, and excellent stability against oxidation [131]. In 
this regard, a metal-free hybrid composed of g-C3N4 
and N-doped graphene  (C3N4@NG) was constructed 
via annealing treatment of GO and dicyandiamide at 
600  °C to conduct HER when adopting acidic and alka-
line electrolytes [132]. The  C3N4@NG hybrid demon-
strated a Tafel slope of 51.5 mV dec−1, indicating superior 
HER activities in acidic solution. Also, the  C3N4@NG 
hybrid required a lower overpotential of 0.24 V than NG 
(~ 0.55 V) to reach up to 10 mA cm−2. Impressively, the 
synergistic effect between conductive NG and g-C3N4 
upheld the promising HER performance of  C3N4@NG 
hybrid. Specifically, the DFT calculations revealed that 
the integration of metal-free g-C3N4 with NG caused the 
charge density in hybrid, promoting electron transfer 
between NG and metal-free g-C3N4, which were found 
beneficial for the improved HER property of  C3N4@
NG. Additionally, a metal-free 2D hybrid consisting of 
P-doped graphene and g-C3N4 was constructed by a ther-
mal exfoliation of triphenylphosphine and dicyandiamide 
[133]. The designed hybrid catalyst represented a Tafel 
slope of 90 mV dec−1, indicating appreciable HER activity 
in acidic media. In the meantime, the hybrid displayed a 
small overpotential of 0.34 V to obtain the 10 mA cm−2 
during HER. However, the individual P-doped graphene 
attained the higher overpotential of ~ 0.40  V under the 
current density of 10  mA  cm−2. More evidences indi-
cated that strong coupling effect of P-doped graphene 
with g-C3N4 provided strong synergistic effect in the gra-
phene matrix, which contributed to the excellent HER 
activity. It is note-worthy that the integration of 2D nano-
carbons with transition metal compounds or metal-free 
g-C3N4 provided the unique properties in terms of good 
conductivity from carbon supports and high accessible 
catalytic active sites from transition metal compounds 
and metal-free g-C3N4 to the 2D carbon-based hybrids, 
which were found beneficial to demonstrate excellent 
HER performances.

2D carbon‑based hybrid electrocatalysts for oxygen 
evolution reaction
From the last decade, enormous attempts have been exer-
cised to develop 2D carbon-based hybrids with transition 

metal compounds for OER, due to the abundant active 
sites of transition metal compounds, high conductivity 
of carbon supports, and rapid electron transfer between 
them, which could be the key parameters in the improve-
ment of electrochemical activities of such hybrids [134–
137]. For instance, a novel  CoP2/rGO electrocatalyst 
composed of  CoP2 NPs and rGO sheets was synthesized 
by thermal treatment of GO, cobalt salt, and  NaH2PO2 
at 600  °C for OER [138]. As-prepared  CoP2/rGO elec-
trocatalyst presented a lower Tafel slope of 96 mV dec−1 
than bulk  CoP2 (103  mV  dec−1), indicating the remark-
able OER activity of the  CoP2/rGO in 1.0 M KOH. More-
over, further electrochemical measurements revealed 
that the overpotential of  CoP2/rGO was 0.30  V, which 
was also lower than the bulk  CoP2 (0.37 V) to reach up 
to 10  mA  cm−2. Decisively, the small size  CoP2 NPs on 
rGO was acted as active sites, which might be responsi-
ble for the remarkable activity of  CoP2/rGO to conduct 
OER. Additionally, the OER electrocatalysts composed 
of S, N co-doped porous graphene sheets (SNGS) with 
Co/Co9S8 were fabricated by using pyrolysis treatment of 
GO, cobalt nitrate, and thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylate pre-
cursors from 800 to 1100 °C [139]. The Co/Co9S8@SNGS 
hybrid prepared at 1000  °C demonstrated outstanding 
OER performance in 0.1  M KOH with an overpotential 
of 0.29  V at 10  mA  cm−2. Meanwhile, the Co/Co9S8@
SNGS displayed a smaller Tafel slope of ~ 80  mV  dec−1 
than  RuO2 (~ 129  mV  dec−1), indicating the superior 
OER activity of the hybrid. The exceptional OER catalytic 
performance was associated to the synergistic effect of 
SNGS and Co/Co9S8, as well as the porous structure of 
Co/Co9S8@SNGS.

Other than transition metal compounds hybrids, 
the 2D nanocarbons with metal-free g-C3N4 and other 
materials have also been investigated to conduct OER 
[140, 141]. For instance, a novel metal-free hybrid con-
sisting of an ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheets and graphene 
was explored as efficient OER electrocatalyst, which 
was designed by pyrolysis treatment of GO and mela-
mine at 600  °C, followed by ultra-sonication [142]. The 
g-C3N4@graphene hybrid represented an onset poten-
tial of 0.58  V with a larger anodic current density than 
individual graphene and g-C3N4 nanosheets. Moreo-
ver, the g-C3N4@graphene hybrid demonstrated a Tafel 
slope of 68.5 mV dec−1, which was considerably smaller 
than the g-C3N4 nanosheets (120  mV  dec−1) in alka-
line electrolyte. In addition, further comparison of OER 
performance of the hybrid was made in terms of poten-
tial, and the results confirmed that the g-C3N4@gra-
phene hybrid required a lower potential of ~ 0.80 V than 
g-C3N4 nanosheets (~ 0.97 V) to reach the 10 mA cm−2. 
Decisively, the high OER electrochemical property of 
g-C3N4@graphene hybrid was ascribed to the integration 
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of graphene and ultrathin g-C3N4 nanosheets with pyri-
dinic N related active sites. In another study, an effi-
cient metal-free hybrid composed of N-doped graphene 
and CNTs with high surface area of 812.9  m2  g−1 was 
synthesized by using high temperature chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) method at 950  °C [30]. The N-doped 
graphene/CNTs (NGSH) hybrid demonstrated excel-
lent OER performance with the potential of 1.63 V at the 
current density of 10 mA cm−2, which was analogous to 
 IrO2/C (~ 1.60 V) [109]. In addition, the NGSH showed 
an exceptionally smaller Tafel slope of 83 mV dec−1 than 
commercial Pt/C (288 mV dec−1), suggesting remarkable 
OER activity of the NGSH hybrid in 0.1  M KOH. The 
high performance of the NSGH hybrid was attributed to 
the N-doping, large surface area, high graphitic degree, 
and abundant porosity. Convincingly, the excellent OER 
performance of the 2D carbon-based hybrids was pro-
posed due to the good electronic contact and efficient 
electron transfer between 2D nanocarbons and transi-
tion metal compounds/metal-free materials, which make 
them potentially low cost substitutes to noble metal-
based electrocatalysts for OER applications.

2D carbon‑based hybrid electrocatalysts for overall water 
splitting
Recently, 2D carbon-based hybrids with transition metal 
compounds have been widely employed as exciting elec-
trocatalysts for overall water splitting owing to the com-
bined advantages of transition metal compounds and 2D 
carbon supports, low cost, earth abundance, good stabili-
ties, and promising electrocatalytic activities [143–148]. 
For instance, a highly efficient hybrid electrocatalyst 
composed of CoP and rGO sheets was synthesized by 
using simple pyrolysis of different precursors at 300  °C 
along with phosphating treatment [145]. The CoP/rGO 
hybrid with sheet-like morphology displayed admirable 
catalytic activity as both anode and cathode in terms of 
a small Tafel slope and low overpotential at 10 mA cm−2, 
which were 135  mV  dec−1 and 0.47  V, respectively. In 
contrast, the Pt/C as both anode and cathode demon-
strated inferior performance by displaying a high Tafel 
slope of 251 mV dec−1, as well as a high overpotential of 
0.60 V to gain the 10 mA cm−2. Accordingly, the remark-
able overall water splitting activity of CoP/rGO hybrid 
was accredited to the synergistic effect of CoP and rGO. 
In another study, a hybrid consisting of the CoP NPs and 
P, N co-doped mesoporous graphene-like carbon (CoP@
NPMG) was developed by crosslinking of phytic acid and 
melamine, followed by the pyrolysis treatment at 900 °C 
(Fig. 10a) [149]. When acted as both anode and cathode 
in basic media, the CoP@NMPG electrocatalyst yielded 
the considerable potential of ~ 1.6 V to attain the current 
density of 10 mA cm−2, which was analogous to that of 

Pt/C//RuO2 (1.56 V at 10 mA cm−2). An electron transfer 
might occur between CoP NPs and N, P co-doped car-
bon, and the carbon atoms between N and P atoms in the 
carbon layers turned into active sites, which led to the 
high electrochemical performances of CoP@NPMG.

Besides CoP, the cobalt oxides were also captivated 
extensive consideration owing to their decent catalytic 
activity [150]. A cobalt–cobalt oxide with N-doped car-
bon-based electrocatalyst  (CoOx@CN) was designed 
by using a one-pot thermal treatment of cobalt salt, 
melamine, and glucosamine hydrochloride at 800  °C 
(Fig.  10b) [151]. The as-synthesized  CoOx@CN showed 
a good activity during overall water splitting in alka-
line electrolyzer. When acted as both anode and cath-
ode, the  CoOx@CN hybrid attained ∼ 20  mA  cm−2 
at a voltage of 1.55  V, which was almost analogous to 
other reported transition metal-based electrolytic cell 
composed of NiO/Ni-CNT and Ni–Fe layered double 
hydroxide (LDH) (1.50  V at 20  mA  cm−2) (Fig.  10c, d) 
[152]. Structural characterization indicated that the high 
catalytic activities of as-prepared  CoOx@CN were linked 
to the synergistic effect between CoO and Co, promis-
ing conductivity of N-doped carbon, and the presence 
of electron rich N atoms. A bifunctional electrocatalyst 
based on iron oxyhydroxide/nitride (FeOOH/FeN4) and 
vertically aligned carbon nanosheets (VCNs) was fab-
ricated by a template method, followed by pyrolysis of 
VCNs and iron-based precursors at 500  °C to conduct 
overall water splitting [153]. Acting as an OER electro-
catalyst, the VCNs@FeOOH displayed an overpoten-
tial of ~ 0.18 V at 10 mA cm−2. In contrast, the VCNs@
Fe4N demonstrated excellent HER with an overpoten-
tial of 0.17 V at 10 mA cm−2. When the VCNs@FeOOH 
employed as anode and VCNs@Fe4N served as cathode 
in a full electrolytic cell, the bifunctional electrocatalysts 
exhibited a potential of 1.60 V under the current density 
of 10  mA  cm−2, which was comparable to Ni–Fe LDH 
(1.70  V) and FeMnP (1.60  V) [154, 155]. The VCNs@
Fe4N//VCNs@FeOOH bifunctional electrocatalysts 
delivered outstanding catalytic performance with excel-
lent stability due to their accelerated electron transfer, 
mass transport ability, the synergistic effect of multiple 
components, and exposed active sites. In another study, 
a hybrid catalyst by coupling of defective graphene with 
exfoliated Ni–Fe LDH nanosheets (LDH-NS) was devel-
oped for overall water splitting (Fig.  10e) [156]. This 
hybrid, acted as both cathode and anode, showed the 
lower potential of 1.50 V to obtain the current density of 
20 mA cm−2 in basic solution than that of the  CoOx@CN 
couple (1.55  V) during overall water splitting (Fig.  10f-
h) [151]. Convincingly, the strong interaction between 
LDH-NS and defective graphene provided a strong syn-
ergetic effect and rapid electron transfer, which might be 
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Fig. 10 a Illustration of the synthesis process of CoP@NPMG. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [149]. Copyright 2018, Royal Society of 
Chemistry. b Graphical representation of  CoOx@CN hybrid. c, d Corresponding polarization curve and generation of gas bubbles during over 
all water splitting. b–d Reproduced with permission from Ref. [151]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. e Schematic representation 
of synthesis of NiFe LDH-NS@defective graphene. Electrochemical measurements of exfoliated graphene. f Polarization curve of NiFe LDH-NS@
defective graphene as OER and HER catalysts in 1.0 M KOH for overall water splitting. g Comparison of NiFe LDH-NS@defective graphene catalyst 
with other benchmark noble metal-free bifunctional catalysts. h Demonstration of a solar power assisted water-splitting device with a voltage of 
1.5 V. e–h Reproduced with permission from Ref. [156]. Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH
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the key factors to provide remarkable overall water split-
ting performance.

Besides transition metal compounds, the introduc-
tion of exfoliated black phosphorous (EBP) nanosheets 
has provided an opportunity to develop the metal-free 
hybrids for overall water splitting due to their unique 
properties including good carrier mobility of up to 
1000  cm2  V−1  s−1 [157–159]. For example, a novel 
hybrid consisting of EBP and N-doped graphene (EBP@
NG) was prepared by sonication treatment, followed by 
the electrostatic interaction of EBP and NG [160]. The 
as-prepared EBP@NG hybrid achieved a current den-
sity of 10  mA  cm−2 at the potential of 1.54  V in 1.0  M 
KOH for overall water splitting. In contrast, the Pt/C 
and  RuO2 couple in an electrolyzer showed a potential 
of 1.60 V at 10 mA cm−2, which was higher than EBP@
NG. The excellent performance of the EBP@NG hybrid 
was attributed to the unique heterostructure, leading to 
the effective electronic modulation, which enhanced the 
inherent catalytic abilities of EBP@NG hybrid. In conclu-
sion, the above discussion revealed that the high over-
all water splitting activities of 2D carbon-based hybrids 
were originated from rapid electron transfer, mass trans-
port ability, and the synergetic effect of 2D nanocarbons 
and transition metal compounds, which may enhance the 
widespread progress of efficient noble metal-free 2D car-
bon-based electrocatalysts in the same electrolyzer.

Conclusions
In this review, the recent advancements of noble metal-
free 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts, and their prom-
ising electrochemical applications towards HER, OER, 
and overall water splitting were highlighted and dis-
cussed. The 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts, includ-
ing heteroatom (B, N, S, P, F, and O) doped graphene, 
2D porous carbons modified with transition metals and/
or heteroatoms, 2D nanocarbons based transition metal 
compounds or metal-free hybrids were developed by 
adopting well-known synthetic methods, such as tem-
plate method, hydrothermal method, CVD, pyrolysis, 
and CPT method, etc. These noble metal-free 2D car-
bon-based electrocatalysts possessed impressive char-
acteristics, including excellent conductivity, affordable 
cost, large surface area, high porosity, abundant active 
sites, and good appreciable durability, which made them 
promising candidates to conduct HER, OER, and overall 
water splitting. Among mentioned 2D nanocarbons, the 
modification of graphene with high electronegative het-
eroatoms including single atom doping (B, S, and N) or 
multi-atom doping (N/S, N/P, N/O, and N/P/F) may alter 
the electronic structure of intrinsic graphene by convert-
ing the neighboring carbon atoms into active sites and 
boost the adsorption of reaction intermediates on the 

surface of modified graphene, which could enable elec-
trocatalysts to effectively catalyze HER, OER, and overall 
water splitting. It was found that the dopants with higher 
(as N) or lower (as B) electronegativity than that of car-
bon, could create charged site  (C+), which is favorable for 
adsorption of catalytic intermediates including H*, O*, 
 OH−, and  OOH− to facilitate the water splitting process 
[7, 161]. Additionally, 2D porous carbon networks with 
heteroatom doping and/or transition metal doping pos-
sess large surface area, high porosity, outstanding mass 
transport, good mechanical stability, and easy function-
alization for electrochemical reactions. Moreover, the 
high content of heteroatom doping in the porous carbons 
may induce local charge redistribution on adjacent car-
bon atoms by intramolecular charge transfer and provide 
good interaction with transition metal atoms, leading to 
the generation of intrinsic active sites, which may fur-
ther enhance the electrocatalytic activities for water 
splitting [117, 160]. Last but not least, 2D nanocarbons 
with transition metal compounds and metal-free mate-
rials are used as effective electrocatalysts because of the 
unique advantages of transition metal compounds or 
metal-free substances that act as active sites as well as 
2D carbon supports that could prevent aggregation of 
transition metal compounds, offer good dispersion of 
active sites and provide high conductivity. The presence 
of synergistic effect between 2D nanocarbons and tran-
sition metal compounds or metal-free materials with 
different adsorption abilities of H* could provide moder-
ate adsorption–desorption behavior of H* and enhance 
 OOH* formation on their surfaces, which may lead to the 
enhanced water splitting performances [124].

Though noble metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocat-
alysts have presented great promises in HER, OER, and 
overall water splitting, the less durability and vulnerabil-
ity for carbon corrosion under working conditions are 
certain limitations, which hinder their practical applica-
tions in devices such as rechargeable metal-air batteries 
and regenerative fuel cells [162, 163]. In addition, the 2D 
carbon nanosheets suffer from aggregation and overlap-
ping or restacking due to intersheet van der Waals attrac-
tions as well as high surface energy, which may affect the 
properties of the individual sheet [94]. Anyway, there are 
still some grand challenges in the emerging field of noble 
metal-free 2D carbon-based materials as electrocatalysts 
for water splitting, which need to be overcome. First, the 
controllable fabrication of novel 2D carbon-based elec-
trocatalysts with tunable morphologies and electronic 
structures are extremely important to achieve the desir-
able catalytic activity, especially for improving the OER 
performances in the acidic solutions. Thus, the inno-
vative design and synthetic approaches are need to be 
further explored for the development of electrocatalysts 
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with unique morphologies, which can possess large sur-
face areas to provide more exposed active sites, and thus 
enhanced electrocatalytic performances [162, 164]. Sec-
ond, the determinations of active sites and exact location 
of heteroatoms in nanocarbons are extremely challenging 
as they can largely effect the electrocatalytic activities [9]. 
Thus, the development of more advanced characteriza-
tion techniques, including extended X-ray absorption fine 
structure, aberration-corrected transmission electron 
microscopy, and X-ray absorption near edge structure, 
etc. are required to accurately identify the active sites and 
location of heteroatoms. Third, the estimation of electro-
catalytic activity and feasibility of noble metal-free 2D 
carbon-based materials in electrolyzers are necessary for 
practical applications [165]. Therefore, it is required to 
establish some critical evaluation indicators and standard 
protocols for the test of activity and durability in practi-
cal devices [166]. Last but not least, the reaction mecha-
nisms and kinetics of 2D carbon-based electrocatalysts 
are still need to be further studied, which play major 
role in the design of high-performing materials [164]. 
Therefore, the combined experimental and theoretical 
approaches are significantly powerful to understand the 
clear mechanism and basic sciences behind electrocataly-
sis. In this sense, in situ spectroscopies including in situ 
Raman, in  situ Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, 
and in  situ electron spin resonance, with DFT calcula-
tions might be valid for further understanding of the 
reaction mechanisms and kinetics.

Based on the above descriptions, we hope that much 
more attention should be paid on the development of 
low cost production methods for the preparation of 2D 
carbon based materials in large quantities, which are 
essential for the industrialization. For instance, the fab-
rication cost of graphene sheets are still very high, which 
need to be reduced by the advancement of affordable and 
sophisticated production technologies [163]. Moreo-
ver, the development of advanced electrocatalysts with 
numerous interior defects by creating vacancies of metal 
or non-metal elements will be an interesting and mean-
ingful research direction for the immediate future [167]. 
In addition, more studies should be focused on the syn-
thesis of novel 2D flexible nanostructured materials pos-
sessing higher mechanical and chemical strengths as well 
as shape conformability, leading to long term durability 
under harsh conditions, which is becoming necessary 
for their utilization in foldable, bendable, portable and 
even wearable energy related systems [69, 168]. Also, new 
multiscale hierarchical structures of 2D nanocarbons 
with high carrier mobility and enhanced physiosorption 
interaction will play an indispensable and prominent 
role in their commercialization for water electrolyz-
ers. For example, covalent organic frameworks (COFs)/

metal organic frameworks (MOFs) hybrids have not been 
widely explored, which could possess highly dispersed 
open active sites, enhanced diffusion of substrates/prod-
ucts, and fast reaction rates, and thus the COFs/MOFs 
hybrids may be one of the most potential alternatives to 
replace noble metal-based materials for electrochemical 
water splitting [169]. Moreover, the continued research 
in the field of noble metal-free 2D carbon-based mate-
rials will give more opportunities for their utilization in 
other energy related applications including photoelectro-
chemical water splitting, hydrogen storage,  CO2 reduc-
tion, nitrogen reduction, fuel cells, and so on.

Overall, this review offers the recent research pro-
gresses of noble-metal-free 2D carbon-based electrocat-
alysts for HER, OER, and overall water splitting, which 
could help researchers to master the updated study on 
the latest 2D nanocarbons and design the high perfor-
mance electrocatalysts. Also, the synthetic strategies and 
performances of 2D nanocarbons are highlighted in this 
review, which could be helpful to revolutionize the future 
energy systems and should result in healthy environment 
with less harmful emission of gases, low cost industrial 
chemical production, better fuel economy, and a less reli-
ance on petroleum products.
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